Advanced Technical Editing
HTML-Editing Project

Instructions
Edit a website! You will find the problem website here: 
http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/564/website-edit/WhatAdminsDo-Index.htm" http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/564/website-edit/WhatAdminsDo-Index.htm

I wrote this a while ago (this was the rough draft), and it needs much improvement developmentally as well as in design and coding. It also has a number of other problems for you to discover. Your job is to – as a group – edit this in such a way that it uses good design, that it is useful to the intended audience (software-company employees trying to understand what their customers do at work), that it meets the measures of good - and stand-out - technical documentation, and so on. 

You may divide the editing, CSS, HTML, interviewing, research, and other tasks as necessary. Treat this like a real editing job! Your editing team is responsible for making this useful and distributing it to your readers.

In doing so, demonstrate your mastery of the editing process, of the English language, of what we've read and discussed in this course and in the Foundations course, and of Web design and coding. Do your research as needed, including for the audience, content, and HTML (or CSS or whatever else you choose to use), and then make this an awesome document.

Don’t forget to use your handouts as checklists! You can find them here: 
http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/362/362handouts.htm" http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/362/362handouts.htm 

Here are your resources for HTML: 
http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/WebLinks.htm#HTML" http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/WebLinks.htm#HTML 

The scope of this project is very broad. You may focus on any of the following underlined items, but be sure to address all of them to some extent. Be as complete as possible.

Save the HTML files (of changed pages), your new CSS file, and any other documents you create and upload this to the internet (any one of yours), then send me a link to the finished product via Blackboard. You may use any HTML editing program you wish (such as Notepad++ or FrontPage) as long as you make sure the code works correctly, but never use something like Word to edit the HTML code!
Checklist 
Research the target audience as needed; you may interview me and others if needed.

Does it meet these measures of good and stand-out technical communication? If not, suggest how to improve it in these ways: 
	Useful

Honest
Clear
Consistent
Accurate
Comprehensive
Accessible and well-organized
Targeted to the correct reader
Concise
Appears professional 
Grammatically correct
Interesting
Novel or Unique
Realistic 
Relevant
Social Impact

Developmentally edit the site. 
	How can you improve the usability (format, navigation and links, ease of finding content, and so on)?

How can you improve the content? Is anything missing that would be useful for the target audience? Do your research to know what they need.
You may edit the HTML itself where applicable (including creating new pages) or make suggestions in a separate document if needed.

Line edit and copy edit the site. Fix any errors, inconsistencies, and so on. Make these changes right on the pages (or make notes on another document if you’re unsure of the change).

Edit the HTML and CSS. Include re-coding suggestions such as updating the CSS, using frames, and so on. Optimally, you will create new .htm pages or a new CSS style-sheet to demonstrate the design you have in mind, but that is not absolutely necessary.


